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PROPOSITION
THE STATES are asked to decide whether they are of opinion 
to request the Chief Minister to enter into talks with the BBC to exempt Jersey
residents who are aged 75 and over from the licence fee, and to report back to
the Assembly on his progress no later than January 2018.

DEPUTY M. TADIER OF ST. BRELADE
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REPORT
In July 2015, the U.K. Government confirmed that the BBC would cover the cost of
providing TV licences for all U.K. residents aged over 75, something which was
previously paid for by the U.K. Government (at a cost of some £608 million during
2013–2014). This will be phased in from 2018–2019, with the BBC taking on the full
costs from 2020–2021, at which point the BBC will decide on the future of free
TV licences for over-75s in the U.K.1
In Jersey, as in the U.K. and other Crown dependencies, any household watching or
recording live television transmissions as they are being broadcast (terrestrial, satellite,
cable, or Internet) is required to hold a television licence, at a current cost of £145.50
(for colour).
There are currently 37,330 colour licences in force in Jersey. The BBC receives
£5.4 million for colour licences in force in Jersey. However, £220,000 of this is provided
by the Jersey Government rather than by Jersey residents, as there are 1,520 licences for
over-75s on state benefits, which are free to those Islanders2. It is not clear though, how
many households in Jersey contain an individual who is over 75, who does not currently
qualify for the Social Security scheme; however, figures given by the Department
in 2009 (via P.100/2009 Com. presented to the States on 30th June of that year) in
response to my proposition – ‘Television Licences for persons over 75’ (P.100/2009) –
estimated that the additional cost for covering the cost of TV licences for all over-75s
in Jersey would be in the region of £516,150.3
The fact that the concession of free TV licences is not currently being extended by the
BBC to the Island’s over-75 population could be said to be discriminatory against
Jersey residents. Whilst it is true that the new position was a result of negotiations
between the U.K. government and the BBC, Islanders are also subject to the licence fee,
and there is a strong moral argument that they should be treated the same.
Were the scheme to be extended to Jersey, not only would this ensure parity, but it would
also save the Social Security Department some £220,000 at today’s prices.
Although an answer given to Written Question 1240/5(8985) to Deputy S.Y. Mézec of
St. Helier on 5th October 20154 that: Jersey Government officials were in contact with
the Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) on this matter did give some
reassurance at the time that the matter was being looked into, over a year has now
elapsed; and it is perhaps important that the Assembly give Ministers a clear steer that
we believe renewed and direct talks with the BBC are necessary, in order to secure the
best interest of Islanders, especially those who are currently or will be aged 75 or over
by 2018.
Financial and manpower implication
There are no financial or manpower implications for the States arising from this
proposition, apart from the previously mentioned savings to the Social Security budget
if talks are successful.

1

see Appendix 1
Information provided by e-mail 21.10.2016 by Head of Communications and Policy, BBC TV Licensing
3
see Appendix 2
4
see Appendix 1
2
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APPENDIX 1

1240/5(8985)

WRITTEN QUESTION TO THE CHIEF MINISTER
BY DEPUTY S. Y. MÉZEC OF ST. HELIER
ANSWER TO BE TABLED ON MONDAY 5th OCTOBER 2015

Question
What discussions, if any, have taken place with the relevant authorities to investigate
the possibly of the BBC funding free TV licences for the over-75s in a similar
arrangement to that which has been announced in the UK?

Answer
The BBC has agreed to take on the cost of free television licences for over-75s in the
UK. This will be phased in from 2018/19 with the BBC taking on the full costs
from 2020/21, at which point the BBC will decide on the future of free TV licences for
over-75s in the UK.
Jersey Government officials are in contact with the Department for Culture, Media and
Sport (DCMS) on this matter. In early discussions it was established that the agreement
between the UK Government and the BBC regarding over-75s licences only applies to
over-75s in the UK and not to the Crown Dependencies. This is partly due to the fact
that the social security systems of the jurisdictions are separate.
There has been further correspondence between Jersey Government officials and the
DCMS to explore the options available for a similar agreement between the BBC and
the Government of Jersey.
Discussion with DCMS and the BBC are continuing on this issue, as well as on the
future of the BBC and the renewal of its charter.
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APPENDIX 2
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COMMENTS
The Social Security Department has a total budget of £248,200 (including benefit and
administration) for TV licences in 2009. The additional cost of this proposal (taking
account of administration) would therefore be in the region of up to £516,150. The
Department would be unable to absorb this additional cost within its current and planned
cash limit. The proposition requests the Chief Minister, in consultation with the Minister
for Treasury and Resources, to make adequate provision in the Draft Annual Business
Plan 2010, and to then make appropriate provision in future Annual Business Plans, to
meet the cost of the scheme. The Council of Ministers has already agreed its proposed
cash limits for 2010, which will be included within the 2010 Annual Business Plan. It
is, of course, open to Deputy Tadier or any other States Member to propose an
amendment to the Business Plan in respect of TV Licences, should they so wish.
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APPENDIX 3
EXTRACT FROM ‘HANSARD’ OF 2ND FEBRUARY 2016
5.11

The Deputy of St. John of the Chief Minister regarding the origin of the
annual additional income received by the States of Jersey from the Office
of Communications (Ofcom):

Could the Minister explain the origin of the annual additional income received by the
States of Jersey from the Office of Communications (Ofcom) and state whether this
funding could be used to assist Social Security to provide free television licences for all
persons over the age of 75 and if not, why not?
Senator I.J. Gorst (The Chief Minister):
Could I ask Senator Ozouf who is responsible for these areas to answer this?
Senator P.F.C. Ozouf (Assistant Chief Minister – rapporteur):
Ofcom is required by the U.K. Communications Act to collect fees and payments for
the use of the spectrum, for example, telecommunications companies who use licence
spectrum. Monies are collected by Ofcom and then allocated to various regions and
territories including the Crown Dependencies. That is then paid for by the Department
of Culture and paid to Jersey. The amount returned fluctuates, depending on the amount
that Ofcom itself receives and also to the cost that they incur in collecting the actual
licence fees. I can advise the Assembly that a budget in 2015 of £300,000 from Ofcom
was expected and a further £237,000 bringing a total of £537,000 in 2015. This money
has been used effectively by previously E.D. (Economic Development) to fund Digital
Jersey which started with nothing but then had a budget of £961,000 in 2014,
£1.2 million in 2015, and I hope to give more than £1 million in 2016. Of course
over-75 licence fees are paid by Social Security in Jersey. This Assembly has made a
decision in 2016, has the money for that; so the answer is effectively no. But Jersey is
in discussion with the U.K. and the BBC in order to resolve a wide range of issues
including the chance of renewal in the service obligations of Jersey.
5.11.

The Deputy of St. John:

Is the Assistant Minister aware that under the Communications Television Licensing
Regulations 2004, that Jersey were not part of paragraph 61 which only applies to the
Isle of Man and Guernsey, for them to receive free television licences for people over
the age of 75? If he is aware, could he explain why that is the case?
Senator P.F.C. Ozouf:
I have to say I am not sure that I am aware of the fact that residents in the Isle of Man
and Guernsey are part of the U.K. scheme. I doubt that in terms of the actual decision,
but I am happy to look into that. I know that we are not part of that and it is important.
The former Assistant Minister will know from her time at Treasury that the issue of
licence fees, the U.K. Chancellor, to some extent, deftly arranged that the previous cost
of over-75 licences was paid directly from the BBC. So in fact it deleted an amount of
money in Government spending and shifted it to the BBC. Now we are in discussion
ourselves with the BBC but of course that is an obligation of what they get for Jersey
from licence fees and what they put back. I do not want to compromise in any way the
service standard that the Channel Islands and indeed Jersey get from the BBC.
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5.11.1 Deputy S.M. Wickenden:
I noted in the Assistant Minister’s answer that the funding for Digital Jersey, which is
possibly one of the most important sectors of growth that we need in the Island in the
digital sector, is being reduced. How does the Minister intend to fund Digital Jersey
appropriately and can he give me some commitment that it will be funded appropriately?
Senator P.F.C. Ozouf:
I agree with the Deputy who is the one of the Members of this Assembly who knows
more about tech than most people. I agree that Digital Jersey is absolutely vital and
effectively having Digital Jersey as identifying what the economic and jobs and growth
opportunities are representing the interest of the growing tech community is effectively
absolutely fundamental to this Assembly’s ability to get income and to save income in
the future both in the Government, et cetera. I am in difficulties in relation to Digital
Jersey’s budget, but I will attempt to solve it by charm and persuasion with the Minister
for Treasury and Resources and making the case possibly for an allocation from the
Productivity and Growth Fund that the Assembly wisely agreed. But the Minister for
Treasury and Resources is a tough guy and I know I am going to have to persuade him.
But this is important and I need to get the money in order to raise Jersey’s game for the
tech industry.
5.11.2 Deputy M. Tadier:
I think the worrying thing is that I thought that perhaps Deputy Wickenden was going
to ask, is why are we using money from Ofcom to pay for a Digital Jersey when you
would expect that kind of initiative to come from centralised funding from taxpayer
funded, and that the money from Ofcom, which essentially could be viewed as a
windfall income, could be used to provide the very basic minimum that over-75s in the
U.K. would expect anyway from their Government and now from the BBC?
[11:00]
Is it not the case that morally we should make sure that first of all over-75s in Jersey
have the same entitlement to their homologues in the U.K. and that any money left over
then could be perhaps used for Digital Jersey or any other spending?
Senator P.F.C. Ozouf:
It is not a binary option. I am afraid you are going to use Ofcom money to fund
3 television licences. It is 2 completely different things, if I may say. The one thing that
I think I agree with the Deputy and his colleagues on Reform Jersey, as I look at the
policies of other similar parties, is the importance of the tech economy. The importance
of the tech economy is absolutely vital and it is not going to happen by accident. We
need to invest and we need to position Jersey, as the United Kingdom is doing, in order
to take advantage and effectively protect ourselves on what I think is another question
before Members today, which is effectively Deputy Higgins’ question of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution. The world is changing and unless we raise our game in every
sense of the economy and eGov, we are going to fall behind. It is not fair to say Ofcom
income comes through over-75s.
Deputy M. Tadier:
May I ...
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Senator P.F.C. Ozouf:
I am answering the question. It is not right and I would not say that Ofcom income,
which is licence fees for effectively Spectrum use, should be used for licences. That is
not, I think, right. What is right to do is to invest in our capacity for encouraging the
digital sector of the economy which is so vital to our future.
5.11.3 Deputy M. Tadier:
The Assistant Minister is the master of deflection because this question is not about
Digital Jersey. Nowhere in the question from the Deputy of St. John does it mention
Digital Jersey. This is about the provision and the use of funds for the provision of a
television licence for over-75s. That is what the question is about and I know he has
given a previous answer. So does the Minister accept that it is not a binary either that
the money from Ofcom, which is related to television and radio, should necessarily be
used for States spending on one of its pet projects, a very important project called Digital
Jersey? Would he seek to answer the original question as to whether or not he would
use this money and, if not, how is he going to provide free television licences for
over-75s either by funding it or by negotiation with the BBC? That is the question.
Senator P.F.C. Ozouf:
I am absolutely clear the former Minister for Economic Development, Tourism, Sport
and Culture wisely allocated Ofcom revenue, some of which is known and some of
which comes as the unknown amount because of Ofcom’s success in getting licence
fees for the use of Jersey Spectrum. They have allocated that for Digital Jersey. If they
had not done so, we would not have any funding for Digital Jersey and that has been
supplemented. The separate question, which is a difficult political debate, is the issue of
television licences and I have been clear that is a matter within the Minister for Social
Security’s portfolio. This Assembly has decided that that is going to be funded by means
testing over-75s, and 2,000 people are entitled to do it at a cost of £290,000. The U.K.
are giving all over-75s from the licence fee payment free television licences. If anybody
thinks that that is, in Jersey, a wise decision to give over-75s who are growing in number
exponentially with a source of funding that is uncertain from the television licence is a
good idea, then they are entitled to their opinion. I do not. I think there should be clarity
and perhaps that is why the G.D.P. (Gross Domestic Product) has debts of 100 per cent,
though in Jersey we have 100 per cent of G.D.P. in assets. They may get free licences
but, my goodness me, is it sustainable funding? I do not think so. It is 2 separate things
and that is why I attempted to answer politely, I hope, and properly the question from
the Deputy of St. John.
5.11.4 Deputy J.A. Martin:
It really reassures me when the Minister in charge of this does not agree that even
over-75s should have television licences because my question was how high on the
priority list is he talking to the BBC to get them to toe the line like the U.K. Government
did and said: “You will provide television licences to the over-75s”? I look forward to
his answer. Thank you.
Senator P.F.C. Ozouf:
I think the Deputy and I, who are very respectful and happy members of P.P.C.
(Privileges and Procedures Committee) together, are both of the view that we should
ensure that the BBC is providing the right quality of service for Channel Islanders and
for Jersey. In this sensitive period where there are swingeing budget cuts in the BBC,
including this additional obligation to fund over-75s licence fees, the BBC is under
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financial stress. Now what I would not want to happen is an unintended consequence of
a decision to require them to pay over-75 licence fees out of the licence fees that they
are paid for Jersey and then one sees the BBC see its budget cut locally. Now we can
talk about the standards of the various different medias but I think that I do not want to
raise expectation, I do not want to have unintended consequences of decisions. I want
to know what the BBC are spending in Jersey, how much they collect and how
sustainable is that in the future. I want to understand these issues before I can argue, as
I always do and as every Member of this Assembly would do, for the interests of Jersey.
I hope that is helpful to the Deputy.
5.11.5 The Deputy of St. John:
In one of the Assistant Minister’s answers, he talked about the fact that for the growing
number of people over 75, this type of funding will not be sustainable. I would suggest
that the type of growth that some people see in departments is not sustainable either and
I would ask the Assistant Minister to provide some assurance, I think, in regards to the
reference to Digital Jersey because this money is not a certainty. It is stated in the
Ministerial Decision that it is windfall money but yet we have placed £300,000 into
E.D.D.’s (Economic Development Department) base budget over the period of the
M.T.F.P. (Medium Term Financial Plan) and there is extra money going into Digital
Jersey. So my question is the Digital Jersey money, is that a long-term funding
requirement and therefore will money have to be asked for out of the contingency
funding and is this the appropriate way to be funding what will be seen as a long-term
department?
Senator P.F.C. Ozouf:
I think those are excellent questions and I cannot do justice in the time that you will
allow me, Sir. But what I will say is this: that there has been excellent work by Digital
Jersey in its early years. We have now focused Digital Jersey under the excellent new
chief executive that we have got on being a business-to-business operation and
Education has kindly now taken the mantle up for digital learning in schools. If we are
to raise the income line which is at the heart of the Deputy’s question, how are we going
to balance our budgets in the longer term? By being prudent on expenditure, which all
Ministers and led by the Minister for Treasury and Resources has seized upon and
dealing with, and the other way is we are going to raise income and we are going to
raise income by maintaining our financial services sector, the same number of jobs today
as we did at the start of this crisis – that is fantastic news – and where can we get more
income from? We can get more income from raising our game in terms of tech and that
is what I am focused on. When I have a business plan for Digital Jersey, I will bring it.
This Assembly has made decisions for 2016 allocations; not for 2017, 2018 and 2019.
2017, 2018 and 2019 has to be sustainable for Digital Jersey in all that work that has
been going on in effectively our external facing departments and that requires joint
working with Economic Development, External Affairs and my area. I can assure the
Deputy that I speak with the Minister for External Relations, Minister for Economic
Development, Tourism, Sport and Culture all now on the seventh floor working together
to argue for Jersey and get that income line up because that is the way we are going to
be able to balance our budgets in the future as well as being prudent in expenditure, of
which eGov is an important part.
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